
 SKIER INFORMATION / MEDICAL / DIETARY REQUIREMENTS 

 

Please complete the forms and return in an envelope by 3 February to: 

Bader Office 

FAO  

Vanessa Jetson 

Ski Visit - Les Deux Alpes - 2017 

Child’s name and tutor group  
 

 
First Name 

 
 
 
 
 

Surname Gender 
(Male / Female) 

DOB 
(dd/mm/year) 

Height (cm’s) 
 
 
 
 
 

Weight (kg’s) Continental Shoe 
size 

Ski or Snow 
Ability (Enter : 

B, L, I, U, E) 

Helmet? (head 
circumference in cm’s) 

 

 

CODE:  

B Skiing for the very first time, absolute beginner 

L 
LOWER intermediate You can go down green slopes with confidence and even certain 
blue ones. You begin to master your speed and control your skis. 

I 
Intermediate You master your speed and control your skis on blue slopes. You can go 
down red slopes when they are even but have more difficulty when there are moguls. 

U 
UPPER Intermediate You can ski or snowboard confidently on any kind of slope of the ski 
area, even if you feel a bit less at ease on difficult slopes (moguls, ice, powder snow…) 

E 

Expert Your experience allows you to adapt your technique to all situations: steep slopes, 
moguls, different kinds of snow, off-piste etc. You can link carving turns and big turns on 
any kind of terrain. 

Please list below any special dietary requirements your child may have (vegetarians, nut allergies etc.) so that 

we can pass this information on to accommodation centres/restaurants as required. For Vegetarians, please 

advise if they can eat fish and/or eggs. For those carrying liquids for diabetes or an EPIPEN please inform 

us and ensure the passenger has a doctor's prescription as we are travelling by air. 



Ski Visit to Les Deux Alpes  – Saturday 8 April to Saturday 15 April 2017 
 
As part of the après ski on the ski visit there is the opportunity to go swimming (with a lifeguard 
present) at the ski resort.  For this to occur a separate parental consent is required.  Please 
complete the from below. 
 

NAME:  Class 9 

 
Water Activities and Swimming.  For visits that involve water activities and/or swimming my 
son/daughter’s swimming ability and consent to partake is (tick boxes): - 
 

Non-swimmer  

Swim less than 50 metres  

Swim 50 metres or more  

I consent to my son/daughter undertaking the water activities on the 
ski visit 

 

 

Signed 
 

Date  

 Person with parental responsibility   

HOODIE 
 
I am in the final stages of sourcing a supplier for this year’s hoody for the ski visit.  Please can you provide 
the size required.  I am also going to get an individual’s name/nickname (subject to our acceptance) onto 
the back of the hoodie as well as.  It is great to see everyone with the hoody and certainly makes life easy 
to recognise them at the airport for instance.  Please complete details below. There will be a slight 
additional cost for these of £13.50 that will need to be paid via parentpay in due course (a text will confirm 
when) 
 

SIZE: 
 

NICKNAME:  

(X-small 34’’, small 36’’, Medium 40’’, large 44’’, X-Large 48’’) 

Finally I need to ensure you are fully aware of the baggage allowance excess charges will be charged to 
an individual at the airport by the carrier if they exceed this weight. These charges can be 
considerable. 
 
I have read and agree that the responsibility for any excess baggage charges is with my 
son/daughter and this will have to be paid at the airport itself. 

Signed 
 

Date  

 Person with parental responsibility   

 



SKI TRIP 2017 
CHECK LIST 

 
Main Clothing 
1.Base layer: Thermals    
2.Mid layers:  

A light second layer top with moisture wicking properties 
Fleece or similar with moisture wicking properties 

3.Outer layer: Insulated and weatherproofed jacket and trousers or salopettes 
 
Essential Accessories:  
1.Sunglasses, 2.Goggles, 3.Helmet, 4.Gloves or mittens, 5.Proper ski socks, 6.Sun-cream   
 
Layering is the best solution.  
Temperatures vary, what can start as a relatively warm day can turn bitterly cold. Sitting on a chair 
lift in windy conditions and feeling cold is no fun! You can always remove layers - but if you don't 
go up the mountain equipped you're stuck with it all day long.  
The best solution is to use a layering system: 
 
Base layer:   Thermals. Favour man made materials (i.e. polypropylene - see our Thaw thermal 
underwear) rather than cotton as these are quick drying and washable. Thermals should not only 
keep you warm but wick the moisture away from your skin.  
 
Mid layers:  One or two mid layers. Both need to be breathable. Combined - layers have a great 
insulating effect with air being trapped in-between. These usually consist of a light thinner top and 
a fleece for insulation on top. On a hot day you can remove a layer and put the fleece in your back 
pack. Also make sure one of your mid layers has a high neck. 
A high neck is really important when in snowy and windy conditions as any area of skin left 
exposed to the elements will soon feel the chill and the biting wind. Whilst your jacket might have 
a high collar – it’s often difficult to keep the wind and snow away from your neck completely.  
 
Outer layer:  Insulated jacket and trousers. Make sure you hire or buy a jacket and trousers 
intended for skiing. A proper ski jacket and trousers will have a level of breathability and 
waterproofing. Usually the higher the price you pay will affect how technical the fabric is - which 
directly affects how waterproof and breathable the garment is. 
 
Essential Accessories:  
 
Helmet – Unless you have stated otherwise a helmet is provided.  You may consider a thin 
balaclava under the helmet hat.  It must not affect the fitting of the helmet. 
 
Gloves or mittens: Another absolute essential. Don't compromise by having cheap gloves not 
made for the purpose. If you suffer from cold hands or have bad circulation it may benefit you to 
go for either Gore-tex gloves or mittens.  
Another option might be to buy some thermal inner gloves – like thermal underwear for your 
hands these fit easily into a pocket and can be brought out when the temperature drops to add an 
extra bit of insulation.  



Socks:  Ski socks need to be without seams or ribs and long enough to be pulled above your ski 
boots so that they do not interfere with the fit of your ski boots.  
 
Goggles:  The importance of taking ski goggles with you cannot be understated.  If you are caught 
in conditions that require goggles – snow, sleet or high wind (it is not only the falling snow but the 
wind that gets in the sides of sun-glasses and can make eyes stream un-controllably), if you lose 
your vision, you cannot get down the mountain safely.   
Goggles cut out the wind, sleet and snow and the special lenses generally used are for poor 
visibility (not intense sun-light) and help distinguish the landscape to enable you to ski through the 
poor conditions.  You can’t always predict the weather first thing in the morning – I would never 
go up a mountain without my goggles in my bag!!  
Over the glasses (OTG) goggles: If you are a prescription glasses wearer, you will need OTG 
goggles. These are designed to give your glasses enough room (so they are not being pushed 
uncomfortably against either your face or left touching the goggles lens) to allow circulation of air 
and a comfortable fit.  
 
Sun-glasses: You need eye protection at high altitude. Coupled with the very intense light at 
altitude you have the reflection from the snow to contend with as well. Intense sun-light can not 
only diminish visibility, high UVR levels can be damaging to your eyes and in the mountain 
environment can even result in what is loosely termed snow-blindness. Snow-blindness can occur 
when the eye is exposed to large amounts of ultra violet rays coupled with the reflected UV rays 
off the snow. Symptoms often don't occur until several hours after the exposure and can be pain 
in the eye or forehead, blurred vision and sensitivity when looking at bright lights. You may not be 
aware of the damage you are doing at the time.  
 
Sun cream: Sun-cream and lip balm are needed when skiing - because of the intense UVR at 
altitude you can even burn on cloudy days. Go for an absolute minimum factor of 30 (SPF) and use 
a block on any burnt areas.  
 
You may also consider taking.... 
 
Bag:  Most of us now wear back packs for skiing.  However remember you’re not trekking, so the 
back pack needs to be fairly small and light. You also need to sit safely on chair lifts without being 
pushed too far forward - or remove your back pack on the chair lifts. If possible stick to a small, 
slim-fit back pack.  One that is around 20L capacity or less should be ideal.  
 
Other things to take on piste 
EHIC Card – Carry in jacket pocket at all times 
MONEY – Enough for the day 
SNACKS – If you get the ‘munchies’ or require for medical reasons 
MEDICATION – Appropriate to you – e.g Asthma, diabetic. 
SKI PASS – to be given out keep in jacket for the week 
INFORMATION CARD – to be given out keep with you for the week 
 
Don’t forget your SKIS, HELMET AND POLES – it has happened! 
Do NOT take bottles/cans of water – they often freeze and are extremely uncomfortable if you fall 
and land on them! 


